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ABSTRACT
Radionuclides exhausted to the atmosphere through vent stacks may contaminate the immediate
building structure and/or nearby adjacent buildings resulting in hazardous contaminants
entering the intake air. The objective of the work reported here was to obtain an overview of
the analytical and experimental tools available to evaluate the transport and diffusion of vented
effluents, and the nature of flows about structures, in order to predict the concentrations
adjacent to and subsequently inside the immediate and nearby structures.
A scaling analysis established the requirements for physical modelling of flows about structure:
in wind and/or water tunnels. Subsequently, a series of test model studies were conducted in a
water tunnel in the Mechanical Engineering Department of the University of Waterloo. This
series of tests clearly indicates the effects that vent stack height and structure separation have
on the recirculation and interference of exhaust vent contaminants for two model cube
structures. The expected result that increased stack height and structure separation have on
reducing recirculation and interference is clearly illustrated. Interference was still significant
on the downstream structure when the vent stack height was increased to its maximum of one
model cube height above the cube.
A literature survey was conducted to establish the nature and mathematical modelling of flows
about structures. Also, mathematical modelling of the concentration field from roof-top vent
effluents and subsequently the models for predicting concentrations within structures was
investigated. The nature of flow about structures is very complex and not surprisingly the
mathematical model predictions of concentrations about structures are subject to a wide error
bound when compared with observed data. No specific data on concentrations within structures
was found. The mathematical models are based on simple mass balances and are semi-empirical
in nature. There is a strong need for well documented test on the concentration fields about
model structures, with which more generic models may be developed. Very little data is
available on multiple structures.
It is recommended that physical model studies be conducted, that simulate realistic exhaust and
intake air vents with measurement of both the inside and the outside concentration fields. From
this type of data one may test and/or further develop models that predict both inside and outside
contamination.
RESUME
Les radionucleides rejetes dans I'atmosphere a travers les chemine'es de ventilation peuvent
contaminer le bfitiment imme'diat ou les bStimenis adjacents, ou les deux, entrainant ainsi la
presence de contaminants dangereux dans i'air aspire\ Le present travail avait pour but de
tracer un apercu des outils analytiques et expgrimentaux disponibles pour ^valuer le transport

et la diffusion des effluents a I'air libre, ainsi que la nature de dibit d'air autour des
structures, pour dtre en mesure de prgvoir les concentrations a proximite et a I'int6rieur des
structures imm6diates et adjacentes.
line analyse de mise a I'echelle a etabli les exigences relatives a la modeiisation physique de
debit d'air autour des structures dans des tunnels a6rodynamiques ou hydrauliques, ou les deux.
Par la suite, une s6rie d'etudes de modeles a 6te effectu6e dans le tunnel hydraulique du
Department de g6nie mecanique de I'Universite Waterloo ou Ton a pu montrer clairement, dans
le cas de deux modeles de cubes, les effets que la hauteur de la chemine'e de ventilation et les
separations de la structure ont sur la recirculation et I'interfe'rence des contaminants dans les
sorties d'air. Les resultats prgvus que des cheminges de ventilation plus hautes et de plus
nombreuses separations de la structure rdduisent la recirculation et ('interference sont
clairement illustr6s. L'interf6rence etait toujours importante sur la structure en aval lorsque
la hauteur de la cheminge de ventilation etait eievee a son maximum d'une hauteur de cube
modele au-dessus du cube.
On a examine la documentation pour etablir la nature et la modeiisation mathe'matique du debit
d'air autour des structures. On a egalement examine la moderation mathematique du champ de
concentration provenant des effluents des events sur le toit, puis les modeles pour prevoir les
concentrations a I'interieur des structures. La nature du debit d'air autour des structures est
tres complexe et il ne faut pas s'etonner que les predictions par modeles mathematiques du debit
d'air autour des structures soient sujettes a une grande marge d'erreur en comparaison avec les
donnees observ6es. On n'a decouvert aucune donnee specifique sur les concentrations a
1'interieur des structures. Les modeles mathematiques se basent sur de simples bilans
massiques et sont de nature semi-empirique. Des donnees d'epreuves bien documentees sont
extremement n6cessaires sur les champs de concentration autour des structures modeles. a
pariir desquelles il serait possible de mettre au point plus de modeles generiques. Tres peu de
donnees sont disponibles sur les structures multiples.
On recommande d'etfectuer des etudes de modeles physiques qui simulent des prises et des
sorties d'air realistes et de mesurer les champs de concentration autant a I'interieur qu'a
I'exterieur. A partir de ces donnees, il serait possible d'eprouver et de perfectionner des
modeles de prevision pour la contamination interne et externe.

DISCLAIMER
The Atomic Energy Control Board is not responsible for the accuracy of the statements made or
opinions expressed in this publication and neither the Board nor the authors assume liability
with respect to any damage or loss incurred as a result of the use made of the information
contained in this publication.
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1

INTRODUCTION

The Atomic Energy Control Board is concerned with the potential contamination of site
and indoor habitat due to vented radionuclides. Short exhaust vent stacks relative to adjacent building heights and/or low vent emission velocities and temperatures often result in
the vented effluent being caught in the aerodynamic wake of the building from which the
exhaust is vented. The exhaust plume may then fumigate sections of that building surface
and potentially contaminate intake air (recirculation). As well, once the exhaust plume
is entrapped in the immediate building wake, it may also contaminate intake air of any
•trueturea or buildings downwind (interference). Even if the building exhaust vent stack
is high enough to escape the immediate building wake, (as a rule of thumb, 2-1/2 times
the adjacent building height) it or portions of it, may still diffuse into the wake of nearby
structures and interfere with the quality of that building's intake air.
The degree to which recirculation or interference occurs depends on ambient atmospheric
conditions, exhaust vent source conditions and plant Bite topography and layout. Ambient
atmospheric parameters of importance to recirculation and interference are windspeed, direction, and atmospheric stability. Clearly, the stronger the wind the greater the potential
for any exhaust plume to be caught in the subsequent building wakes. Wind direction may
be important depending on local topographical features adjacent to the plant site fridges
or valleys for example) and the geometry (aspect ratio) of buildings on site. It u well
known that the intensity of building wakes is greatly influenced by their geometric aspect
ratio and the wind direction relative to the long axis of a rectangular building. Atmospheric stability affects atmospheric turbulence levels which in turn affect the behaviour
and growth of turbulent wakes and plumes, particularly at large distances from the source
and/or structure.
It is clear that to simulate the recirculation interference potential for a given real plant
site, one must be able to simulate the wind and turbulence structure as well as the source
and geometry of the site. This was clearly demonstrated by Jain and Kennedy (1980) in a
joint project with Slawson (1977) where field studies on cooling tower plume recirculation
and interference were conducted at Plant Gaston in Alabama and later simulated in the
IOWA Institute of Hydraulic Research water tunnel. This work involved simulations that
were restricted to so-called near-field plume and wake behavior.
In a neutral or adiabatic atmosphere which is generally associated with much stronger
winds than that found in unstable and stable atmospheres, the turbulence structure is
dominated by mechanically or shear induced turbulence, and there is no net force exerted
by the atmosphere on an exhaust plume restricting or enhancing its rate of rise. The potential for greatest aerodynamic wake-plume interaction in the near-field will occur in a
neutral atmosphere, and is thus the atmospheric condition that one best first simulates in
any model study.
The overall objective of the work reported here was to obtain an overview of the analytical,
numerical and experimental tools available to evaluate the near-field (zone of aerodynamic
influences of source geometry and initial conditions) behavior of the flows (plumes and
wakes) about structures which can be used to predict quantitatively, the recirculation,
interference and subsequently the ingress of previously discharged contaminants.

2

MODELLING REQUIREMENTS AND
SCALING ANALYSIS

Accurate simulation of a flow in a laboratory model requires that certain dimensionsless
parameters describing the geometric, kinematic, end dynamic properties of the flow and its
boundaries assume equal values in model and prototype. These dimensionless parameters
may be derived by A: writing the governing equations relevant to the phenomena acting
in the model and prototype in dimensionless form, or by B: dimensional analysis coupled
with the insight into the nature of the physical processes involved. Since it generally is
not possible to reproduce in a physical model all features of the flow under investigation,
only the most important ones are modelled. The absence of complete similitude among the
processes of secondary importance produces so-called model scale effects. If the model is
to reproduce prototype behavior faithfully, the modelling must be done so as to minimize
scale effects and to limit them to aspects of the phenomenon under study which do not
have a major influence on the flow.

2.1

Scaling Analysis

2.1.1

Similitude Requirements for the Planetary Boundary
Layer Based on the Governing Equations of Motion

Similarity criteria for the application of air and water models to predict the dispersion of
pollutants in the atmosphere have been reviewed by Snyder (1972) and Riley and Delisi
(1977). Snyder derived the dimensionless parameters by nondimensionalizing the equations
governing the instantaneous flow field (momentum, continuity, energy, and mass diffusion). The turbulence structure was treated as an initial or boundary condition on the
instantaneous flow, which Snyder (1972) showed could be simulated through attention to
appropriate turbulence scales.
We can write the governing equations for the planetary boundary layer after Panofsky and
Dutton (1984) as:
Conservation of momentum:
dui

dui

1 dp'

d7ut

0'

Conservation of mass:

Conservation of energy:
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Equations (l), (2), and (3) are the Boussinesq equations and are valid for incompressible
flow in the absence of significant heating by radiation and or condensation. As such, they
apply to a near-neutral atmosphere. In the above equations, u, is the instantaneous velocity, (P and j/ are small deviations in temperature and pressure from those in a neutral
atmosphere (90,pe), v is the kinematic viscosity of the fluid and K is thermal diffusivity,
tijk is the alternating tensor and 6,; is the Kronecker delta. The assumptions inherent in
equations (1), (2) and (3) are:
1) incompressible flow
2) atmosphere composed of a perfect gas
! 3) deviations in pressure, temperature and density are small
compared to the reference state of a neutral atmosphere

4) variations in v and K are negligible
5) no heat generated through viscous effects
! 6) no sources of any kind.
We next define our reference scales of length, velocity, temperature and angular rotation of
the earth as: L,Un,$K,nK
These now allow us to non-dimensionalize our flow variables.
Thus, we define non-dimensional variables as:
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Substituting these into equations ( l ) , (2) and (3) and simplifying results in:
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is a Rossby number,
Ro — UR/QRL
7
FT = UR/(gL9R/6oy^ is the densimetric Froude number,
is the Reynolds number,
Re = URL/V
is the Peclet number.
Pe = URL/K

Equations (4), (5), and (6) comprise five equations in five unknowns (three velocity components, pressure and temperature) and as such are in principle solveable. These equations
are applicable to the instantaneous flow field and as such, apply to both laminar and turbulent flow. Thus, any two flows will be similar if they are governed by identical equations
(4) (5) and (6). The solution sets to equations
(4)
q
() (5)
() and (6)
() will be identical if the coefficients Ro,Fr,R,Rc, and
dP
l
i h the
h non-dimensionalized
d i i l i d b
d
dii
Pe along
with
boundary
conditions
are
also identical.
l
Introduction of the molecular diffusion equation which is identical in form to the energy
equation (3), allows us to simulate a passive contaminant within the flow field. The molecular diffusion equation is given by:
dc

dc

=

a

dxt*

or in non-dimensional form
di

_i_!£

ReScdX,1

where Sc = v/a is the Schmidt number and a is a mass diffusivity.

Let's now consider the specific nature of the flow we wish to simulate. We are interested
in the near-field behavior of plume and wake flows adjacent to or near structures. Pasquill
(1962), Corrsin (1953), Saffman (1962), Howroyd and Slawson (1978) have shown that
within 5 km of the source in a neutral atmosphere, Coriolia forces have an insignificant
effect on the flow field and dispersion process. Thus, for our purposes, we can ignore Ro simultude as we axe interested in typically ten building heights downstream or of order 300 m.
Since we are to model a neutral boundary layer, the ambient densimetric Froude number
(FT) is also unimportant as a scaling criteria. We note that we can re-write Pe as:

and that
ReSc

=

URL

U

v

a

Thus, both these terms are products of a Reynolds number and the ratio of molecular
properties of the fluid (not flow properties). Since we are interested in turbulent transport
the Pe and Sc numbers are unimportant to our modelling.
We are thus left with requiring similarity in Reynolds number alone. Golden (1961), Smith
(1951), Halitsky (1963) have shown that one would obtain Reynolds number independence
in the modelled flow field if the Re were high enough.
These authors suggest that a Re of 2 x 104 up to 7.9 x 10* may be required for Reynolds
number independence for flows about cubes to flows about round topped structures. This
suggests that we might approach Reynolds number independence for our flow about our
cubic structures at a Re es 10*.
Ungate et al (1975) have shown that the modelling of turbulent round jets is acceptable
for jet Reynolds numbers of greater than a critical level of 1500. Jain and Kennedy (1979)
suggest that modelling of the ambient turbulence is not critical to successful modelling of
the very near field behavior of the wake behind a structure.
The Reynolds number is the ratio of inertial forces to viscous forces. The scale reductions
commonly employed in model studies result in model Reynolds numbers that are typically
three or four orders of magnitude smaller than those in the prototype. For turbulent flows
it is not necessary to reproduce prototype Reynolds numbers exactly in the model, provided
that both the ambient and jet flows are fully turbulent. The justification for using smaller
Reynolds numbers in a model is based on the hypothesis put forth by Townsend (1956) that
the large-scale features of the flow are dynamically similar at all sufficiently high Reynolds
numbers. It is these large scale features that are dominant in turbulent mixing. This may
be explained further by considering the turbulent stress (Reynolds stresses) terms that
arise in the time-averaged equations of motion for turbulent flow. For example,
-

where u'u>' is the time averaged product of instantaneous fluctuating velocities and is modelled using the exchange coefficient hypothesis and KM is a turbulent eddy exchange coefficient for momentum. KM may be thought of as composed of the product of a turbulent
length scale and turbulent eddy velocity scale (/«, C«).
Thus, KM « ltUt and in the surface layer of a neutral planetary boundary layer KM « U,Z0,
where V% is a friction velocity and Zo a roughness element scale. Thus we see that /< scales
with Zo , and Ut scales with U.. Also, UJU. scales with ZJZe and therefore the only new
•cale introduced is the roughness scale Zo- We conclude that similarity of the large scale
features of turbulence (/,) may be obtained by correctly scaling the roughness elements in
model to that of the prototype in a neutral boundary layer.
Satisfactory modelling of the planetary boundary layer may be achieved following the work
of Counihan (1969),(1975), Counihan et al (1974), and Cheah et al (1983). These techniques consist of constructing vortex generators of wedge shape in plan view and quarter
ellipses in elevation.
We conclude from our scale analysis based on the governing equations of motion that:
(i) only Reynolds number similarity must be maintained in model and prototype for the
simulation of the neutral planetary boundary layer, (ii) exact similarity of Reynolds number
is not required if the flow in the model is made Reynolds number independent (of order
10* — lCr), and (iii) appropriate simulation of turbulence may be achieved through the
use of vortex generators, surface roughness modifications and trip fences after Counihan
(1969).
2.1.2

Similitude Requirements Based On a Dimensional
Analysis Approach

The independent parameters of interest in the study of a buoyant or passive stack release
above a cubic structure in a neutral planetary boundary layer are: stack height = h,, stack
diameter = d, building height = H, building spacing = S, exit velocity = V;, stack effluent
density =p3, ambient density =p o , ambient free stream velocity = Ua, atmospheric boundary layer thickness =6, representative roughness scale Zo, kinematic viscosity of the effluent
=JA, kinematic viscosity of ambient fluid =fa> molecular thermal diffusivity of the effluent
= Kj, molecular mass diffusivity of the effluent = aj, gravitational constant =g, difference
between the ambient and adiabatic lapse rates =A0, and the angular rotation of the earth
=fl. The dependent quantity of primary concern is the spatial distribution of the concentration of the stack effluent, or in our case AT/AT,,, where AT = T - Ta, ATe = Tj - Ta,
and T is the temperature at any point in the fluid. Subscript a refers to ambient while
subscript j refers to a stack effluent variable.
It is worthy to note here that Golden (1961) has shown that AT/ATe may be used as a
representative passive tracer for values of a Froude number {FrB) based on ambient velocity
and structure length scale (L,) of above 0.8 for studies of the interaction of plumes and
wakes.
We can now write our dependent variable AT/AT,, as a function of a group of nondimensional variables viz
..ft. H S o ZoVi

(9)

where the Boussinesq approximation (neglect of density variation except in the buoyancy
term) has been applied, and
y
'

= jet densimetric Froude number

Ro = zr^ = Rossby number
_
V.
R = j - = jet exit velocity ratio

jet Reynolds number
Pr = —- = jet Prandtl number
i?ea = —— = ambient Reynolds number and
Se = — = Schmidt number
Here as in the scale analysis from the governing equations we can with similar reasoning,
reduce our non-dimensional parameters to: Frj,R,Rea.
Of these, the FT, and R must
be reproduced in model and in prototype if one is concerned with accurate simulation of
the buoyant and momentum rise of the stack effluent. In our present study, since we are
not attempting to simulate a particular source, we can relax this requirement. Also, for R
values less than 1.5, stack downwash will become increasingly intense.
Again, provided we are interested only in the very near-field flow about our cubic models only a suitably high enough Reynolds number must be maintained In our modelled Sow.
Considering our wake turbulence, we can represent this turbulent flow field by a suitable
eddy exchange coefficient for the wake say Kv, where Km oc lwVm where lw and Vw are
turbulent eddy length and velocity scales for wake diffusion. The appropriate eddy length
scale in a wake must scale with the dimension H and the wake eddy velocity scale must
scale with the ambient velocity scale Ua. Thus, similarity of wake flows should be maintained provided the model structure dimension (cube) is also scaled.
From equation (9), we see that our non-dimensional length scales may be re-written in the
form h,/H,6/H,S/H,d/H,Z0/H
where structure height become the important normalizing length scale in wake flows instead of plume or jet exit diameter d, for simulation of jets
and plumes.
The above non-dimensional length scales are generally, relatively easy to satisfy. However,
6/H, the ratio of the planetary boundary layer height to the building height requires that
the planetary boundary layer be simulated and the constant shear stress layer or surface
boundary layer be established. Counihan, Hunt and Jackson (1974), used a 6/H = 8, and
also pointed out that Zp « H « 6 .
In summary, for modelling plumes, dynamic similarity is insured when the values of the
jet densimetric Froude number, FT,, and the velocity ratio, R, are equal in model and
prototype, provided Re, is above the critical level of 1500. Equating the jet densimetric
Froude numbers for the model and prototype yields
V, = yJ{Af>0/pa)rdr

(10)

where the subscript r denotes the ratio between any two corresponding quantities in the
model and the prototype. Limitations of laboratory facilities generally impose restrictions
on each of the three ratios appearing in (10). In principle, a laboratory model study could be

conducted using either air or water. However, for reasonable values of dj and (Apo/p,)r for
both water and air, the model has to operate at quite low velocities. For example, a typical
prototype value of (Apo/pa) is 0.04, and a convenient model scale is &, = 1/150. Practical
considerations (including heating requirements) limit the temperature rises of laboratory
water and air to about 10°JF(5.6°C) and 60 c F(33.3°C), respectively. The resulting velocity
ratios given by (10) are Vr = 0.0161 for water and Vr = 0.130 for air. For a prototype stack
effluent velocity of 30 fps (9.1 m's), the corresponding model velocities are 0.48 fps (15
cm/a) for water and 3.90 fps (1.2 m/s) for air. Experiments using water with velocities of the
order of a few tenths of a meter per second pose no difficulties in measuring the velocities,
corresponding discharges, etc., while air experiments with velocities of a meter per second
are considerably more difficult. Indeed, it is practically impossible to obtain a suitably
distributed air cross-flow of this magnitude, as even a low value of R, say R — 1, would
require. To obtain model values of (i\po/pa) that are sufficiently large to give acceptably
large model values of Ut in wind tunnels, use has been made of low-density gases. Plume
mapping then was done by point sampling and subsequent chemical analysis to determine
the concentration of the density-biasing gas and thus of stack effluent. Needless t o say,
this is far more difficult than measurement of temperature in place, at can be
d o n e in water flume experiments.

2.2

Concluding Remarks on Modeling of Flows in the
Planetary Boundary Layer

(1) For the simulation of a neutral planetary boundary layer, only a sufficiently high enough
ambient Reynolds number must be maintained, that is:
Rea = —?— > 10* for Reynolds number independence.
(2) Every effort should be made to model predominantly the large scale structure of turbulence. This may be accomplished using the techniques of Counihan (1969), Cheah et al
(1983). Reviews by Davenport and Isyumov (1967), Cerm&rk and Arya (1970) and Hunt
and Fernholz (1975) show the necessity of correctly modelling the planetary boundary layer
to assess wind loads on buildings, flow around buildings and atmospheric dispersion. Jain
and Kennedy (1980) suggest that the correct modelling of the turbulence structure is not
important for the simulation of very near-field wake flows. It would appear that some effort
should be made to determine the effect ambient turbulence has on a given test or model
set-up.
(3) To minimize surface viscous effects in the model, Snyder (1972), suggest that the
approach flow surface Reynolds number
2.5

to ensure an aerodynamically rough surface. He also advises that the surfaces of the models
(in our case cubes) be roughened. Vet (1978) suggests stipeltone paint. The object is to
have the roughness elements on the model surface extend out of the viscous sub-layer so
that form drag becomes predominant in producing shear inducing turbulence.
(4) The model must not block the oncoming flow. Blockage effects are considered minimal
if the plume/wake cross sectional area normal to the approach flow is < 50% of the working
cross-section of the water or wind tunnel (Bugler and Tatindoux (1974), Hoult and Weil
(1972)).
(5) The controlling non-dimensional parameters for modelling heated jets in a cross-flow
are the jet densimetric Froude number [Fr}) and the jet exit velocity to wind speed ratio
(R).
(6) It is not necessary to model Coriolis' effects (Rossby number ) when simulating a neutral
planetary boundary layer and dispersion within 5 km of a source.

(7) Temperature may be used as a very convenient passive tracer in water channel simulations of jet and building wake interaction provided the densimetric Froude number defined
as Fra = UJUAp/pJgL.)1'*
ia above 0.8.
(8) Yang and Meroney (1970), have shown that atmospheric stability has insignificant effect
on the Bow field and dispersion near buildings, within 5 building heights of the source.
Hatcher et al (1978) reported similar findings in a study of flow about a reactor complex.

3
3.1

FLOW ABOUT STRUCTURES
Wakes Behind Structures

The effluent released from a vent stack on a building may escape the wake of the structure
entirely, or be partially or completely trapped within the wake. In order to assess stack
plume building wake interaction, we must understand both the plume and building wake
dynamics. This section of our literature review focuses on building wakes, their growth
and dynamic structure.
The flow about three dimensional structures is extremely complex and deals with the most
intractable aspects of fluid mechanics, that of complex turbulent shear flow.
Halitsky (1963a), (1963b), (1963) Slawson (1972), Meroney (1970) and many others, present
various simple models for the prediction of pollutant concentrations in the wakes of buildings. A number of the models for estimating contaminant concentrations near buildings
require a detailed knowledge of building wake structure. Such detailed information on
building wakes is extremely limited. There have been a few studies conducted that attempt to characterize the gross features such as wake growth behind simple geometric
shapes and much fewer that provide details of the wake turbulent structure itself. We
will focus on those studies that provide information on wake characteristics behind three
dimensional structures, with emphasis on the work on cubic structures that may support
the experimental objectives of this present study.

3.2
3.2.1

Three-Dimensional Sharp Edged Obstacles (Cubes)
Frontal Vortex Zone or Upwind Displacement Zone

From Figures 1, 2, and 3 we see that there is a frontal vortex zone or zone where the
upwind Sow senses the presence of the cube as it approaches it. Current ability to predict
the extent of this zone is very limited. For our purposes we may consider that this zone,
although affecting the other regions of the wake is not of direct interest as we do not expect roof vent releases to diffuse into this region. However, we will summarize some of the
expected general features of this zone.
As the upstream flow approaches the cube, it decelerates in the direction of the mean flow
as it approaches the cube and accelerates both laterally and vertically to pass around the
cube. This gross deflection of the incident flow strongly affects the shear-induced standing
vortex on the windward side of the cube. The size and strength of this vortex depend on
the curvature of the incident velocity profile relative to the height of the structure and on
the width to height ratio.
Corke and Nagib (19761 determined from wind tunnel tests on a block of L/H-W/H
= 0.52
that the diameter of the standing vortex increase with increasing wind profile exponent.
Their wind profile was of the form uazn where n ranged from 0.11 to 0.35. The dividing
point between upward flow and downward flow (top of frontal vortex, see Figure 2) ranged
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Figure 1: Model of Flow Near a Sharp-edged Three-dimensional Building in a Deep
Boundary Layer (from Hosker (1984))
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from xjH = .33 to 0.77 for n = 0.11 to 0.33 (see re-attachment line on block in Figure 2).
The upwind extent of this frontal vortex zone is where the flow separates from the ground
to lift over and around the obstacle. This point is also not well documented in the literature. However, it is believed that it is unsteady as it depends on the shear in the mean
flow, upstream turbulence and feedback flow perturbations such as vortex shedding off the
structure into the wake (Norman 1972).
Near-wake flow as defined in Figures 1, 2, and 3 is extremely complicated and depends
on the shape of the structure, its roughness, the nature of the incident flow as well as
mean flow direction relative to the geometry of the structure. The result ia a complicated
separated turbulent shear flow with flow reversals and or standing vorticiea.
Referring to Figure 3, the region denoted by Hc is the separation bubble or zone defining
the incident flow separation from the leading roof edge and subsequent re-attachment on
the roof of the flat roofed structure. This separation tone or roof cavity will exist on flat
roofed structures providing LjH is unity or larger (Hosker 1979).
Wilson (1979), working with various block structures found that the length of this roof
cavity is given by
Lc « 0.9#

where *

S

W ,

and where ft is the smaller of H and W, and & the larger. If this applies to a cubic
structure, then
Lc w 0.9tf.
Wilson's work was for the case where the incident flow was perpendicular to the width of
the block structures.
In view of the uncertainties associated with the measurements and limitations of the data
base, we can probably safely assume

Le=:H
for cubic structures. Wilson also found that the maximum height reached by the roof cavity
is
He = 0.22R
or again, extrapolating to cubic structures
He = 0.22H
and this occurs at a distance R/2 from the leading edge of the roof. Thus, our important
recirculation zones may be described as illustrated in Figure 4 for a single isolated cubic
structure.
Thus, Wilson's work suggests that the roof cavity region extends over the entire surface
and re-attaches on the downstream edge of a cube. Hosker (1979) suggests that the wake
cavity region (Xr) or zone would extend to — 2H downstream of a cubic structure.
The upwind flow (separation zone) is typically H to 1.3H in length after Frost and Shahabi
(1977), Wilson and Netterville (1978), and its separation point is unsteady as noted earlier.
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0.22 H

Figure 4: Separation Zones Around a Single Isolated Structure
I - Frontal Separation Zone, II Roof Cavity, III - Rear Wake Cavity, IV - Far Wake

Referring once more to Figure 3, Wilson finds

and
i/s

Thus, for cubic structure where R= H we get

H
and

— =0.2 8 y

forx>y

where x is measured from the upwind edge of the building. Hosker (1979), suggests the following equations for the wake cavity region II of Figure 4 behind flat roofed block structures
for L/H < 2 based on analysis of Evans (1957) data

H ~ H + 1 + B(W/H)
where

A = - 2 . 0 + 3.7( •- ) ~ ^ s
H

and B = -0.15 + 0.305(4)" V *
si

(11)
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Thus for cubic structures like our models (11) becomes:
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Yang and Meroney (1970), find the wake cavity to be 2H to 3H behind a cubic model.
Counihan (1971) on the other hand reports a wake cavity of only 1 to l.SH behind a
cubic model. Thus, it would appear that the region denoted by XT ranges from H to
3H. In Meroney and Yang's (1970) work, the flow had re-attached to the top and sides of
the models. Castro and Robins (1977) found that for sufficiently deep incident boundary
layers, the flow always reattached to the top and sides of their cubic models and occurred
at a distance H/4 from the leading edge. They also (as Meroney and Yang) found that
the end of the wake cavity was then about 1.5iV from the rear face of the model. Vincent
(1978) found
Xr/H ss 1.3 to 1.8 for 6/H « 20 to 6/H = 8
where 6 is the depth of the incident boundary layer.
We conclude from the above work that for stand alone cubical objects, the extent of the
wake cavity zone is still not well understood, and much further work is required.

3.3

The Effect of Ambient Turbulence on Wakes

Blessman (1971), Castro and Robins (1977) studied surface mounted three-dimensional objects (cubes) in both smooth and turbulent winds. The major effects of incident turbulence
seem to be related to enhanced thickening of and mixing along shear layers shed from the
windward surfaces of sharp edged objects promoting flow reattachment and resulting in
smaller wake cavities. On rounded obstacles, flow separation is delayed. The net effect is
akin to that produced by roughening the body surface or increasing the Reynold's number
of the flow which, of course, are procedures widely used in wind and water tunnel testing.
Vet (1978), conducted flow visualization experiments in a water channel on several basic
block structures including surface mounted cubes. He also looked at the effect of cube
spacing on wake structure. For a single isolated cube, Vet found for 0 c orientation:
R

* _ 1.22

H
~H

1.341

=

0.92

f=

0.84

~H~

and

=

R

^-

0.27

\H/

(T
(ir

0.27
X

X

1.28

1.28 <

where R^ and RM are the half width and height of the wake behind the surface mounted
cubes. Vet further shows that when using a simple concentration formulae given by Slawson
(1972), that for a low wide rectangular building the normalized mean concentration is given
by

where Q is the initial concentration of the contaminant and for a cubic building
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Comparison with the field data of Dickson et al (1969) is remarkably good in that Dickson's
data also indicates

i .«—
Yang and Merony (1970) indicate from wind tunnel measurements behind a cubic model
that

which compares favourably with that found by Vet for a model cube.
There is certainly a significant difference between Vets vertical growth of the wake behind
a cube and that suggested by Wilson (1679), that is Vet suggests
•

H

"

\H

while Wilson suggests
, 0 SS

— a

(—)

Vet finds
J?

/ tm \ 0.28

Itw

f X \

for flow over a two-dimensional structure. Hosker (1982) in his review calls for additional
measurements describing the wake envelope. Thus, we conclude that there is still a great
deal of uncertainty in the rates of growth of wakes behind even simple single block structures.

3.4

Concentration Calculations On and Near Structures

In order to calculate the concentrations on and near structures from various source locations one requires at the very least:
a knowledge of the wake envelope
a detailed knowledge of specialized flow regions within the wake envelope
a knowledge of source height, and emission characteristics
geometry of the source structure and adjacent structures.
Figure 5 illustrates four general regions of dynamical importance within the wake envelope
about structures. The calculation of concentrations within the wake available in the literature appear to focus on regions I, II, and IV pertaining to a single structure with little
theoretical work available for multiple structures.
I - on the roof itself.
II - in the immediate wake cavity region.
III - the cavity zone between adjacent structures.
IV - in the far-field wake region.
We are primarily interested in regions 1,11, and III with only a minor interest in region IV
for the present report and two cube geometry that we have selected.
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Figure 5: Regions of Dynamical Importance Within the Wake Envelope about Structures

3.4.1

Calculations of Concentration on the Roof of a Single Structure D u e to
Sources On or A b o v e the Roof - (Region I)

Figure 6 illustrates the expected plume-wake interaction behavior from a source located on
top of a structure. One may have either partial interaction (a), complete interaction (b) and
fumigation of the downstream face of the structure or no interaction of plume and wake (c).
Roof Top Flush-Mounted Sources
Wilson (1985) describes a semi-empirical model for calculating the dilution of exhaust gases
from flush-mount roof-top vents on a single cubic structure. He obtains a formula for minimum dilution as a function of distance from the source. It is clear from Wilson's work that
there is a great deal of empiricism built into his minimum dilution formula. In a test of his
model, Wilson compares the model prediction with the full scale data of Sagendorf et al
(1979). Differences between predicted and full scale concentrations are less than a factor of
two for this particular study with the predicted concentrations exceeding those measured
(assumed on the roof of the structure).
Wilson, points out that for roof-top calculations:
1) there is no significant effect of building size or shape on minimum dilution.
2 dilution increases in direct proportion to exhaust flow rate.
! 3) wind direction relative to building orientation is only important for low exhaust velocity
to wind speed ratios.
(4) no account of plume buoyancy has been adequately dealt with, which is very important
at low wind speeds.
(5) the first principle of good intake-exhaust design is to locate intakes in the lower 1/3 of
buildings with exhausts on the roof.
Wilson's formula for minimum dilution takes the form found from a simple mass balance
between the source and that at some distance s from the source.

f

(BS\"'Y

(12)
v
J
I
J
where A is an initial empirical dilution factor, B accounts for the effects of averaging time
oc
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Figure 6: Plume-wake Interaction Behavior from a Roof-top Source
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Figure 7: A Flush-Mounted Roof-top Source and Plume
on dilution (taken from Pasquill (1974), R is the exit velocity to windsoeed ratio and Ae
is the area of the exhaust duct at exit.
The use of PasquilPs formulation for the effect of averaging time on dilution in roof-top
building wake turbulence is certainly open to question. Rather than attempt to document
the details of a largely empirical formula such as (12), we will simply derive the general
form that roof-top concentration formulas might take.
We will assume that the exhaust plume is immediately bent-over (strong wind situation)
and attaches itself to the roof surface as shown in Figure 7. Also, the plume is non-buoyant
and is advected downwind at the constant roof-top wind speed U. Considering a differential
element of the plume at a distance i downwind from the source, we obtain a mass balance
given by:
(13)
= pJOv.
where A is the area of the plume cross-section at x measured from the roof vent, C is the
perimeter of the plane cross-section at x, p and pa are the exhaust and ambient densities
respectively, and v, is an entrainment velocity. If we assume that the density of the exhaust
gas is approximately equal to that of ambient air {p as pa), then equation (13) reduces to an
expression for the volume expansion of exhaust gases by the entrainment of ambient air. In
order to solve equation (13) we need an assumption regarding the mechanism of entrainment
which would reduce the dependent variables to one (plume cross-sectional area). Since the
wake turbulence in the roof-top boundary layer is assumed to be responsible for plume
spreading (dilution), and that turbulence depends on wind speed for a given structure
(assuming a wind normal to roof edge) we may assume that v, = 0U. Thus (13) reduces

ax
If the plane cross-section were circular in shape, (14) suggests [A = *r*/2) for a radius r),
that upon integration
, ,
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where r0 is an initial radius and for simplicity may be assumed small compared to r at
short distances from the source such that
r=
fix
(16)
Thus (15) or (16) suggest that with our above assumptions, the plume grows linearly with
distance from the source. This derived result is an apriori assumption in Wilson's (1985)
work. One may show that the linear growth law (16) is really a consequence of fully developed turbulent diffusion after long diffusion time (Slawson and Csanady (1967)). There is
certainly some question as to whether it is valid for the near-field turbulent roof-top wake
zone of diffusion for our exhaust vent. Nonetheless, the linear growth law facilitates a simple derivation for an expression of exhaust dilution, which for practical purposes ultimately
requires considerable experiment and empirical tuning.
We note that (14) may be solved, given any defined plume cross-sectional shape. Since
observation of diffusion near a surface, indicates that the vertical and horizontal scales of
turbulence are different (vertical < horizontal), an assumed elliptical cross-sectional shape
appears most appropriate.
The half area and half circumference of an ellipse is given by
(17)
where a and b are the major and minor axis. If we assume Gaussian or normal distributions
of contaminant within the plume where a, and av are the vertical (b-axis) and horizontal
(a-axis) standard deviations, then a ~ i.3ov, b = 4.3aM. As is often measured, we can
also assume av = moK, where m is a constant, typically m «s 2 near the surface of the
earth. Substituting (17) and the above relationships for ov and aM into (14) we obtain
upon integrating
o. = ~0x

(18)

or identical in form to (16) for a point source. Balancing the mass flux from the exhaust
with that at point x downstream gives an average concentration in the plane cross-section
(cross-wind integrated concentration) of

where Qa is in g/s. For /? = 0.2 (typical according to Wilson's measurements) we obtain

Recasting (20) into a minimum dilution formula similar to that of Wilson's (1985) equation
(12), we get

n

- ?. _

Umin

" C. " V3A. ~ RAt
(where C o is an initial concentration of exhaust contaminants) which is identical in form
to (12) with the initial empirical dilution factor A set to zero.
Summarizing the essential features of roof-top calculations from flush mount sources we
note:
(1) A major assumption with regard to diffusion rate of the exhaust plume is either made
or inherent in the derivation of a dilution formula and should be verified by direct measurement.
(2) Considerable empiricism is required to offset the lack of adequately describing *Iie
physics of diffusion (which may be the only practical solution).
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3.4.2

Concentration Calculations in the Near Wake
(Region II and III of Figure 5)
For sources fully entrapped in the roof wake, most models Gifford (1960), Vincent (1977)
of plume concentration assume a uniform (well mixed) concentration field in the immediate
wake of the building. The wind tunnel measurements of Thompson and Lombardi (1977),
and Hubert et a] (1980), for cubical structures also indicate the expected dilution with
increasing distance from the downstream face of their structures. Wilson (1977b) found a
•trong spatial distribution of concentration over a single modelled building structure. Once
again, as was the case for concentrations on the roof of these structures a simple mass balance was found to give reasonable results for minimum dilution. However, the actual wind
tunnel concentration data spans typically two orders of magnitude. This suggests that
a great deal of work is necessary before suitable concentration predictions can be made
even in a controlled laboratory experiment. Witoon and Britter (1982), describe efforts to
incorporate the effect of stack height into the calculation procedures. They conclude that
simple Gaussian plume theory adequately predicts concentration within a factor of 2 to 5,
and that the uncertainty inherent in the complex interaction between a plume and the flow
near a building simply requires one to make the stack high enough to avoid these complex
recirculation regions.
An important aspect of the concentration field within the immediate building wake cavity is
its temporal nature. Vincent (1977) has shown that the concentrations are associated with
rtsidtnct times in the wake cavity. Both our own visual observations of the dyed plume
and concentration measurements indicate a periodic flushing action of the fluid between
the upstream and downstream structures.
3.4.3

Concentration Calculations in the Far Wake
(Region IV of Figure 5)
In the far wake region, the effects of the complex recirculation zones of the immediate
wake are lost and one generally assumes that the contaminant has diffused to fill the entire
building wake. Here again, recourse to modified forms of the simple Gaussian diffusion
equation predominate the literature. Huber (1984) presents three models for the modified
dispersion coefficients (sigrnas) in the Gaussian plume model for estimating ground level
concentration. The Gaussian plume equation for the normalized ground-level concentration

where \}> = pollutant concentration (gm"s)
U = the mean wind speed
at release height (ms"1)
1
Q = emission rate (gs" )
H = plume centreline height above receptor (m)
at,ot =horizonta! and vertical dispersion parameters (m).
Huber presents the following equations for enhanced dispersion parameters (all beyond 3
building heights H^ ) .
Model 1:
for 3Ht < x <

+ 0.067(r-

\ d = 0.7H>

for x > 10//6

\ Ot =•• ert{x + S,
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Model 2:

Model 3:

e,' = (o* + CAM1*
where
x = distance downwind of the leeward edge of the building
Wkj2 = half-width of the wake
Hi = height of the highest influential building
S¥ = a virtual source distance such that
v

{ )

= 0.7W> + 0.5Ht

SM = a virtual source distance such that

ct'(l0Ht) = 1.2Ht
o^ot = horizontal and vertical dispersion parameters in absence of building inBuences
A = cross-sectional area of buildings normal to the wind
C = a constant
Once again, it is clearly evident from models for far wake concentration calculations that
a significant amount of empiricism is required and built into these models. Huber's models, are essentially based on modifications to the normal undisturbed Gaussian dispersion
coefficients, which themselves are empirical formulations and subject to a great deal of
uncertainty within the mechanisms (stability classification schemes) that are used to select
them.

3.5

Conclusions on Calculations of Building Wake
Concentration Fields

The above brief overview of the literature on calculating building wake concentration fields
indicates the extremely complex nature of this turbulent shear flow. The mathematical
models are generally by necessity relatively simple. Their simplicity subsequently dictates
a large empirical data base in order to be effective. At present, it would seem that a well
organized effort is required to put some order into the classification of existing models.
Subsequently, a thorough model validation and development study is required.
For the purposes of this report, it would seem that a case study approach to the validation
and model development for building geometry and layout specific to Canadian Nuclear
Power Plants is required.
The majority of all concentration calculation models pertain to sources associated with
single structures. The development of concentration calculation procedures for the simple
two adjacent structures (cubes) of this present study, would appear well warranted.

3.6

Concentration Calculations Inside Structures

At the time of writing, little work appears to have been directed to calculating the concencentrations inside buildings due to sources on or near a building. Healy (1984) describes
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a single calculation procedure for the interior of buildings in the path of a radioactive
cloud. The calculations assume a known overage concentration immediately surrounding
the building (certainly not the case in reality) and that the contaminant is uniformly mixed
throughout a known building volume.
The governing equation for the rate at which contaminant enters the building is determined
from a straight forward mass balance and is given by
dq = V^dt - ^-dt

(23)

where dq is a differential amount of contaminant (kg) entering the building over the differential time increment dt. ip is the average concentration surrounding the building, V is the
ventilation rate (m 3 s"1) and s is the building volume (m s ). Thus, qjs is the concentration
of contaminant in the building at time t. Equation (23) integrates, with initial contaminant
concentration q/a = 0 at t = 0 to:

I

(24)

^

where V / j represents the building air exchange rate (a"1).
Equation (24) is indentical in form to that given by Truong and Asmis (1984) in their
assessment report AR132.
Combinations of equation (24) may be linked together to estimate concentrations in various
subsections of a building (rooms). The points of entry into a given building and corresponding ventilation rates (transport throughout the building) must be known.
The exposure dosage is obtained from the time integration of (24), which consists of the
dosage obtained over the time period that the contaminant cloud is present around the
building plus the subsequent decaying dosage after the cloud has passed by the building.
The net result is

[

«)J(I

^)]

(25)

where rj is a ventilation rate factor such that rjV is the ventilation rate after cloud passage.
The value TJ would depend on wind direction, speed, opening of windows or turning on
ventilation_systems. If for example, the ventilation rate were constant (fj = 1), the dosage
would be ^*i, the same as that outside the building. If the ventilation rate decreases
{n < 1), then the concentration integral in the building would be greater than that outside.
Thus equation (25), suggests that sealing the building envelope during cloud passage and
then maximizing trie ventilation rate immediately after cloud passage minimizes exposure.
Moschandreas (1985), in his review paper describes a similar equation to (25) but accounts
for sources within the building.

4

EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN AND
PROCEDURE

From the foregoing scale analysis, it would appear that in order to successfully model the
dispersion of stack gases and their interaction with the wake of adjacent structures, we
must first model the neutral planetary boundary layer. However, there appears to be some
question as to the extent that ambient turbulence structure affects the near-field flow. The
model structure should scale with the boundary layer depth and the height of the constant
shear stress or surface layer.
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4.1

Modelling the Neutral Planetary Boundary Layer
in a Water Channel

Many techniques have been developed which artificially create deep turbulent boundry layers in relatively short streamwise fetches. Figure 8 below illustrates four such techniques.
The long 25 m naturally developed boundary layer in the Colorado State University wind
tunnel contrasts dramatically with the relatively short fetches of the artificially generated
boundary layer of order 4 m.
The generated boundary layers should be two-dimensional, slowly changing in the streamwise direction and Reynolds number independent. In the present work, the Counihan
(1969) approach is used to generate a neutrally stable shear flow in the Environmental
Fluid Mechanics Laboratory water channel in the Department of Mechanical Engineering,
University of Waterloo. The simulation system (Figure 9) consists of a castellated barrier
wall, a set of quarter-elliptic, constant wedge angle (12"] vorticity generators, and an aerodynamically rough surface. The barrier wall height ana surface roughness are selected for
the desired flow characteristics (ie. for a rural or urban simulation).
The nominal configuration of the boundary layer simulation system is set up for a rural
simulation, using standard LEGO base boards as the surface roughness. The height of
the vorticity generators is H = 40 cm, relative to the 61 cm deep water channel flow. For
this set-up the distance from the barrier wall to the test section (plume source location) is
9H, shown by Robins' (1970) to be an adequate fetch for plume studies. The depth of the
boundary layer in the test section is approximately H.

4.2

Model Cubes

Since we estimate that our modelled planetary boundary layer height 6 will be 40 cm, and
Counihan et al (1974) suggest that 6 jH — 8, we choose a model dimension of 5 cm for our
cubic structures. Blockage effects with a 5 cm cube in our water channel are insignificant as
the ratio of model cross-sectional area to working section cross-flow is 0.0034. If we were to
model a specific site, more care would have to be taken to ensure that geometric similitude
was maintained. However, this would require detailed knowledge of the site wind field, as
well as site layout and geometry.

4.3

Model Stack Design

The stack for this study must only serve to act as a source of a tracer that can be measured
at various points downstream of the source. We will take advantage of water as the model
fluid (where its density is a modest function of temperature compared to air) and use
temperature to represent a passive tracer or contaminant. Thus the stack exit velocity, and
diameter are chosen to give us a detectable excess temperature (AT/AT0) at a distance of
4 cube dimensions downstream (lee of downstream cube). Since we have control over the
ATj, we can determine this experimentally such that we keep ATj to a minimum, ensuring
passive behavior of the fluid elements. Golden (1961) indicates that temperature may serve
as a suitable passive tracer (scalar) providing the ambient Froude number does not drop
below 0.8. In our experiments, we easily satisfy this criterion for very near the stack exit
our Froude number is 3.75 and is proportional to the inverse of excess temperature in the
plume resulting in much higher values further from the stack.
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Figure 8: Methods for Generating Boundary Layer Flows in a Wind Tunnel
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Figure 9: Arrangement of the Boundary Layer Simulation System
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TEST MODEL EXPERIMENTS

The objective of the mode! test experiments is to determine the relationships between the
effective stack height and plume building wake interaction that leads to recirculation and
or interference for cube spacings 5 of 1/2, 1,2, and 3 cube dimensions. Thus, an experiment will consist of time-averaged measurements of the (AT/AT,,) concentration in planes
normal to the approach flow direction. Table 1 describes the experimental conditions for
these measurements and Figure 10 illustrates the locations at which the measurements were
made for each of the above spacings.
Flow visualization experiments of the plume and wake were conducted for each of the
proposed cube spacings to illustrate the nature of the plume wake interaction. The visualization experiments were recorded on fixed frame 35 mm film and on a video tape.

5.1

Data Reduction and Analysis

Table 2 and Figure 11 indicate the pertinent source and ambient data for the 41 individual
plume cross-section measurements recorded. Table 2 defines the cube spacing and source
release height relationship for each test as well as the location of each plume cross-section
measurement. It is worthy to note that we made some measurements with a single cube in
order to provide a reference for the double cube measurements. In order to maintain firm
control over the release height, cube height, and spacing relationship, the plume emitted
horizontally to the flow. Thus, the results best represent a downwashing vent plume, which
at the normally low vent velocity to wind speed ratios is probably most appropriate.

5.2

Results and Discussion

Figures 12 to 19 illustrate the effects of plume-wake interaction for the three plume release
heights of 0D,D/2, and D. Each figure represents data obtained for a single plume release
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Table 1: Summary of Experimental Conditions for the Concentration Measurements
Cube dimension, D
Cube separation distances, S

= 5.0 cm

= D/2,lD,2D, and 31?
= 0D, D/2, and ID

Source release heights, h
Source exit diameter, d
Source exit area, Ac
Source exit velocity, Vj

= 0.4318 cm
= 0.1464 cm
= 18.6 cm/i

Normalized source
concentration level, (AT/ATe) x 1000 = 1000
Velocity ratio, Vj/Ua
Jet Froude no., Vj/igdiAp/p,))1'2
Amb. Froude no., Ua/{gD(Ap/pa))^3

= 2.0
= 18.0
= 3.75

Measurement planes

= A{S = 0),B{S/2),C{S + D)

FLOW
PLANES OF
MEASUREMENT

Figure 10: Schematic Diagram of the Experimental Configuration Showing the Planes of
Measurement: {A) Downstream Face of the Upstream Cube, (£) Midpoint Between the
Two Cubes, (C) Downstream Face of the Downstream Cube.
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Table 2: Summary of Cross-sectional Concentration Measurements
Teat No.
la
lb
2a
2b
3a
3b
4a
4b
5a
5b
6a
6b
7a
7b
7c
8a
8b
8c
9a
9b

9c
10a
30b
10c
lla
lib
lie
12a
12b
12c
13a

13b
13c
14a
14b
14c
15a
15b
15c
16a
16b
1

Figure

No.
12a
13a
12b
17a
13b
18a
19a

12c
14a
17b
13c
15a
18b
16a
19b
12d
14b
17c
13d
15b
18c
.

16b
19b
12e
14c
17d
13e
15c
18d
.
16c
19d
20a
20b

Cube Spacing
single
single
single
single
single
single

cube
cube
cube
cube
cube
cube

D/2
D/2
D/2
D/2
D/2
D/2
ID

Source Release
Height
0D

Cross-section
Location, x(cm)
A

0D
D/2
D/2
ID
ID
0D

S = 4.5D

ID
ID
ID

OD
D/2
D/2
ID
ID
OD
OD
OD
D/2

ID
ID

D/2
D/2

ID
ID

ID
ID

ID

ID

2D
2D
2D
2D
2D
2D

OD
OD
OD
D/2
D/2
D/2

2D
2D
2D
3D
3D
3D

ID
ID

3D
3D

3D
3D
3D
3D
ID
ID

denotes a vertically emitted jet

A
S =4.5D
A
S = 4.5D
A
C
A
C
A
C

A
B
C
A

B
C
A
B
C
A
B
C
A

B
C
A

B

ID
OD

C
A

OD
OD

C

B

D/2

A

D/2
D/2
ID
ID
ID
OD1
OD1

B
C
A

B
C
A
C
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Figure 11: Water Flume Ambient Velocity Profile
height and at a single cross-section location only. Thus, each figure illustrates the effect of
cube spacing on plume recirculation and or interference.
Recirculation at Location A:
In Figure 12, the plume release height is flush with the top surface of the cube (0£>)
and the isopleths of concentration were measured at the downstream face of the upstream
cube (position A of Figure 10). Figure 12(a) is for a single cube, test fla| of Table 2,
while Figures 12(b),(c),(d) and (e) indicate measured cross-sectional isopleths of concentration for D/2, lD,2D, and 3D cube spacings respectively corresponding to test numbers
(4a),(7a),(10a) and (13a) of Table 2.
Comparing Figures 12(a) and (e) we see that the cross-section concentration isopleths are
essentially identical. Thus, we conclude for a flush-mount plume release (roof-top) that the
downstream cube located at 32? from the upwind cube has little effect on plume recirculation on the immediate downstream surface of the upwind cube.
If one focuses on the normalized concentration isopleth of 10, we see from Figure 12 that the
downstream cube has a more pronounced effect on the recirculation at the downstream face
of the upstream cube as the cube spacing is reduced, (ie) comparing Figure 12(e) through
(b). At the D/2 spacing of Figure 12(b) we see that the influence of the downstream cube
shows up in the 50 normalized concentration isopleth.
Figure 12, clearly illustrates, for these test results, the relative reduction to the single cube
value of plume recircuiation at the downstream face of the upstream cube as cube spacing
is increased from D/2 to 31? for a roof-top plume release.
Figure 13, illustrates the concentration isopleths measured once again, as in Figure 12,
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Figure 12: Cross-sectional Normalized Concentration Levels Measured (a) at Location A
for a Single Cube, and (b,c,d,e) at Location A for Two Cubes In-line, Downstream from a
Horizontally Emitted, Flush-Mounted Source(/t=0) at Cube Spacings of (b) D/2, (c) ID,
(d) 2D, and (e) ZD.
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Figure 16: Cross-sectional Normalized Concentration Levels Measured at Location B,
Downstream from a Horizontally Emitted, ID High Source at Cube Sp&cings of (a) \D,
(b) 2D, and (c) 3D.
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Figure 17: Cross-sectional Normalized Concentration Levels Measured at Location C,
Downstream from a Horizontally Emitted, Flush-Mounted Source(h = 0) at Cube Spacings
of (a) D/2, (b) ID, (c) 2£>, and (d) ZD.
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at the downstream face of the upstream cube (location A). However, the plume release
height is now at D / 2 . Clearly, Figure 13, indicates that there is a very modest (relatively
insignificant) effect of cube spacing on recirculation once we have raised our stack height
to D/2. Also, the data on recirculation for a stack height of D, (not illustrated) shows as
expected, even greater insensitivity to cube spacing.
Concluding Remarks (Recirculation at Location A):
For flush-mounted (roof-top) plume releases, the effect of the downstream cube on recirculation is lost at the 3D cube spacing.
For plume releases at D/2 or higher, there are no measureable effects on plume recirculation at cube spacings of D/2,D,2D or 3D.
Recirculation at Location B:
In Figure 14, we illustrate the plume concentration isopleths, measured at location B (midpoint between the two cubes except for D/2 spacing) for a flush-mounted plume release.
Once again, there is an obvious reduction in recirculation at the midpoint between the two
cubes as cube spacing is increased and the corresponding amount of ambient fluid available
for dilution is increased. We do not have a corresponding concentration isopleth measurement at D/2 for the single cube for comparison purposes. However, there are only slight
differences between the recirculation values shown in Figure 14 at 2D and 3D spacings,
indicating again an insignificant influence of the downstream cube on recirculation at a 3D
spacing.
Figure 15, illustrates the nature of the recirculation at the midpoint between cubes for a
stack release height of 17/2. The principle effect of cube spacing, appears in the alteration
of plume cross-sectional shape. The effect of the plume-wake interaction is reflected in this
shape alteration and diminishes with increased cube spacing. The cross-sectional shape of
the plume at the 3D spacing is approaching that which one would expect for a single cube.
The recirculation at the midpoint between cubes diminishes somewhat, but based on the results of the flush mounted plume release, we have to conclude that it is probably due to the
increased distance from the source of position B as cube spacing is increased from D to 3D.
From Figure 16, we can draw similar conclusions on the effect of cube spacing on recirculation at the midpoint location B for a plume release height of D.
Figures 15 and 16, both indicate that the plume centre of gravity is shifted down from
stack top (plume trajectory is altered) due to the proximity of the cubes and the subsequent wake-plume interaction.
Recirculation at location C:
Similar conclusions, regarding the effect of plume spacing on the recirculation measured
at the downstream face of the downstream cube (location C of Figure 10) may be drawn
from Figures 17, 18, and 19.
The growth and hence dilution of the plume is clearly evident as location C moves further
from the source with increased cube spacing. There is generally little difference in the
overall cross-section isopleths between the 2D and 3D spacings for flush-mount (Figure
17) and D / 2 release heights (Figure 18). Thus it would appear that recirculation on the
downstream face of the downstream cube (location C) changes little beyond a 2D cube
spacing.
Figure 19, illustrates somewhat the influence of the wake on the plume, in that the plume
shape appears more distorted at the D, and 2D spacings, than at D / 2 or 3D.
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The above Figures 12 through 19, clearly indicate the expected effect of plume release
height on recirculation and or interference. The recirculation diminishes rather dramatically as release height is increased. This clearly indicates the importance of initial plume
rise above the building on the intensity of recirculation and or interference.
Figure 20, simply illustrates a comparison between a flush vertically ejected plume (jet)
and a horizontally ejected plume (jet) at D/2 above the top of the cube. One can readily
see that the results are similar, and consequently we could derive similar conclusions on
the effect of cube spacing on relative recirculation for vertically ejected plumes as we have
for our horizontally ejected plume source.
Figure 21 presents a series of photographs of the dyed plume from a flush-mounted, horizontally emitted source for two cubes at a ID spacing. A periodic flushing of the fluid
trapped in the recirculation zone between the the upstream and downstream cubes occurs
at a frequency of roughly 10 seconds. This periodic flushing action appears to be a function
of cube spacing as it was strongly evident at the 1/2D and ID spacings, but only weakly
evident at the 2D and 3D spacings. One would also suspect that the frequency and strength
of the flushing action, clearly evident in Figure 21, would be a function of Sow Reynolds
number based on cube dimensions, although presently we do not have direct evidence of
this. The periodic flushing action is accompanied by a wave-like motion of the wake in plan
view. This suggests that the standing vortices on the lee edge of a single cube (see Figure
1) may be the main mechanism for the flushing action. These vortices are shed alternately,
similar to the Karmam street vortices which occur behind a cylinder.

5.3
6.3.1

Conclusions from Test Study
Stack Height OZ?(Flush-mounted Release)

For a flush-mounted (roof-top) release the plume will most likely be trapped completely
within the building wake simulating that which would occur at moderate to high wind
speeds. The test data indicate that recirculation and or interference although always
present is reduced significantly as cube spacing is increased. The intensity of the plume
recirculation on the downstream face of the upstream cube appears to be unaltered for
cube spacings of 3D or greater indicating that the downstream cube has little effect on the
immediate wake of the u, 'Stream cube.
5.3.2

Stack Height D/2

Raising the effective stack height to D/2 reduces recircultation and interference over that
found for a 0£> stack height. However, the plume is still significantly trapped within the
wake of the cubes. With this stack height, there is little effective reduction in recirculation
with increased cube spacing.
5.3.3

Stack Height D

Here again, the recirculation is further reduced over that found at the 0D and D/2 stack
heights due to reduced plume-wake interaction. Again, insignificant effects are observed on
recirculation as cube spacing is increased.
Clearly, as one might expect, the most effective means of reducing recirculation and or
interference, is to design the stack such that most of the plume escapes the immediate and
or adjacent building wakes.
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Figure 20: Cross-sectional Normalized Concentration Levels Measured for a Cube Separation Distance of ID at Downstream Locations (a) A and (b) B for a Vertically Emitted,
Flush Mounted Source [k = 0), and (c) A and (d) B for a Horizontally Emitted, D/2 High
Source.
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Figure 2]: Photographs of the Dyed Plume from a Flush-mounted Source at a Cube Spacing
of II?
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6

CONCLUSIONS

The open literature available to this study describing the nature of the complex near-fipid
wake flows adjacent to single structures, indicates that concentration calculations in this
region require a large empirical input and as such are subject to very large errors.
Comparably, little work has been done on analysing the flow about multiple structures or
calculating the subsequent contaminant concentration field.
Physical modelling of specific site geometries appears to be the best engineering tool for
evaluating the potential hazards of contaminant releases.
The requirements for successful physical modelling of flows about structures in the planetary boundary layer are well documented and proven.
Concentration calculations procedures for contaminant releases into the wakes of structures
are generally based on modified Gaussian plume equations which restrict their generic use
and contribute to large error bands when compared with specific observations.
The calculation of concentration fields within the structures themselves has received much
less attention than those outside. From the literature persued to date, there appears to be
a decided lack of well documented experimental data on concentrations within structures
due to sources outside the structure.

6.1

Model Test Study

The model test study conducted for the present work clearly indicates the relative effect
that stack height and model cube separation have on recirculation and interference.
Recirculation and interference decrease with increased stack height everywhere within the
concentration field.
There is an optimum separation distance for the test cubes at which the downstream cube
has no effect on the recirculation on the downstream face of the upstream cube.
The separation distance between test cubes becomes less a factor on recirculation as stack
height is increased.
Even with a stack height of one cube dimension (building height) above the cube there
was enough plume-wake interaction to create significant interference (concentrations) on
the downstream cube (at all cube spacings) while the upstream (source) cube recieved
considerable relief from recirculation.

7

RECOMMENDATIONS

From the literature survey and the test model studies conducted for this report it is clear
that a great deal of work is required before one could test or design a model suitable for
adequately predicting concentrations within a structure due to contaminants outside the
structure (particularity for multiple structures). Thus, we recommend that more realistic
model tests be conducted using two in-line hollow cubic structures whereby (i) representative exhaust vents are modelled (flow rate and geometry), (it) intake air is simulated, and
(iii) interior concentrations are measured. The data from such a study would serve to test
existing mathematical models or develop new ones.
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In such a study, the important effects of atmospheric turbulence on the near-field concentration field could be investigated and compared with the results of the present study where
insienific&nt background turbulence WM
insignificant
was Dresent.
present
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